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Abstract

Atomistic simulations using the quasicontinuum method are performed to examine the mechanical behavior and underlying mecha-
nisms of surface plasticity in nanocrystalline aluminum with a grain diameter of 7 nm deformed under wedge-like cylindrical contact.
Two embedded-atom method potentials for Al, which mostly differ in their prediction of the generalized stacking and planar fault ener-
gies, and grain boundary (GB) energies, are used and characterized. The simulations are conducted on a randomly oriented microstruc-
ture with h110i-tilt GBs. The contact pressure–displacement curves are found to display significant flow serration. We show that this
effect is associated with highly localized shear deformation resulting from one of three possible mechanisms: (1) the emission of partial
dislocations and twins emanating from the contact interface and GBs, along with their propagation and intersection through intragran-
ular slip, (2) GB sliding and grain rotation and (3) stress-driven GB migration coupled to shear deformation. Marked differences in
mechanical behavior are observed, however, as a function of the interatomic potential. We find that the propensity to localize the plastic
deformation at GBs via interface sliding and coupled GB migration is greater in the Al material presenting the lowest predicted stacking
fault energy and GB energy. This finding is qualitatively interpreted on the basis of impurity effects on plastic flow and GB-mediated
deformation processes in Al.
� 2008 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Small-scale contact experiments, from simple micro-
hardness testing to fully instrumented nanoindentation,
have been used for some time to characterize the nature
of yield phenomena and the influence of grain size on hard-
ness and strengthening in nanocrystalline metals [1–7]. It is
now well established in face-centered-cubic (fcc) metals and
alloys that a marked transition in plasticity mechanism,
accompanied by a continuous change in mechanical behav-
ior, operates with a reduction of grain size from the micro-
crystalline to nanocrystalline regime [8–10]. Nanoscale
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contact probes are particularly well suited for the studies
of plasticity transition in nanograined metals, because they
can be highly sensitive to the heterogeneous nature of plas-
tic deformation in very confined volumes of materials, and
provide quantitative insights into the mechanisms govern-
ing incipient plasticity at reduced length scales.

In past work, nanoscale contact experiments in nano-
crystalline metals have revealed two microstructure length
scales producing different modes of plastic deformation.
First, particular focus has been placed on examining how
dislocations interact with surrounding grain boundaries
(GBs) by performing nanoindentations at the center of sin-
gle nanograins, that is, by forcing the contact area to be
much smaller than the grain size. Yang and Vehoff [11]
have observed that the dislocations, which nucleate below
the indenter, only interact directly with the neighboring
interfaces for grain sizes below 900 nm. At such scale, the
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point of elastic instability is clearly defined by a pop-in
event whose width is strongly correlated to the size of the
indented grain. The smaller the grain size, the smaller the
pop-in width and the harder the material. For grain sizes
comparable to the contact area, however, Minor et al.
[12] have revealed using in situ transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) nanoindentation that significant dislo-
cation activity takes place in ultrafine-grained Al thin films
before the first obvious jump in displacement in the load–
depth nanoindentation curves. This result challenged the
prevailing notion that the first pop-in event corresponding
to the onset of plasticity during nanoindentation occurs in
a dislocation-free crystal.

The second microstructure length scale at which past
nanoscale experiments have been performed corresponds
to contact areas much larger than the mean grain size. In
this case, it is the collective deformation of the nanocrys-
talline GB network that dominates the plastic behavior.
All experimental evidence shows that the pile-up of
deformation left around residual impressions varies dra-
matically from homogeneous at large grain size
(>20 nm) to inhomogeneous with intense plastic defor-
mation in highly localized shear bands for very small
grain sizes (<20 nm) [7,9,13,14]. Since shear band propa-
gation is routinely observed in bulk amorphous metals
under nanoindentation [15–20], it was suggested that
the plastic deformation of nanocrystalline fcc metals with
the finest grain size is comparable to the shear localiza-
tion processes observed in bulk metallic glasses [21,22].
This assumption has recently been confirmed by the nan-
oindentation study of Trelewicz and Schuh [9] in nano-
crystalline Ni–W alloys.

Contact plasticity at the former length scale has been
well documented using atomistic modeling, because the
underlying mechanisms are clearly defined by slip events
and slip–GB interactions. A predictive understanding of
the atomic mechanisms leading to shear localization under
an indenter at very small grain sizes, however, has proved
elusive, primarily for two reasons:

� It is commonly acknowledged that the GB networks
play a critical role in the process of plasticity in
nanocrystalline metals. But GBs can also be involved
in simultaneous, yet different, plasticity mechanisms at
very small grain sizes. These mechanisms include sources
and sinks for lattice dislocations [23–25], GB sliding
[14,26–28], grain rotation-induced shear band formation
and grain coalescence [28–35], and GB migration cou-
pled to shear deformation [35–41]. From past nanoin-
dentation experiments, there is no clear consensus
whether one or several of these atomic mechanisms truly
dominate the onset of plasticity for the finest grain size.
In particular, stress-assisted grain growth under an
indenter has been observed at the onset of plasticity of
nanograined Al and Cu with a mean grain size of
20 nm [42–44]. In a second group of nanoindentation
experiments, however, neither grain growth nor GB
migration processes have been observed in nano-Cu
and NiAl with a mean grain size of 14 nm and 10 nm,
respectively. Instead, it was concluded that the onset
of plasticity was related to the nucleation of lattice dis-
locations from GBs [45,46]. Another study in plated
Cu thin films with a 10 nm-grain size reported some evi-
dence of void formation at GBs and triple junctions as a
consequence of GB sliding during indentation [10].
� Earlier attempts made to model the nanoindentation of

nanocrystalline metals by atomistic simulations have
employed a spherical repulsive force to model virtual
tips varying from 30 to 98 Å in diameter [47–54]. As
such, contact areas were, to a large extent, smaller than
the grain size, and the plastic zone produced by these
tips was only limited to one or two grains. In contrast,
some recent studies [22,55–58] have shown that it is crit-
ically important to simulate nanoindentation tips with
more realistic sizes, in order to put into perspective the
collective plastic processes of the GB networks in nano-
crystalline materials. Using quasicontinuum simula-
tions, we have previously reported the simulation of
stress-assisted grain growth [55–57], and extended shear
localization and banding by GB sliding and intragranu-
lar slip [22,57] in nanocrystalline Al deformed by a
300 Å diameter indenter, i.e. four times as large as the
grain size studied. Similarly, Szulfarska et al. [58] have
simulated the nanoindentation of normally brittle nano-
crystalline ceramics with the same ratio between tip
diameter and grain size, which revealed unusual GB-
mediated plastic behavior. Furthermore, past simula-
tions have used different embedded-atom-method
(EAM) potentials, from which predictions of stacking
fault energies can lead to strong differences within the
same metal [59]. The impact of the interatomic potential
on collective plastic processes, however, has never
been fully characterized. The present atomistic study
describes an effort to re-examine the relationship
between interatomic potential and incipient plasticity
mechanisms in a model nanocrystalline fcc metal film
deformed by a wedge-like cylindrical tip, the size of
which is notably larger than the mean grain diameter
in the film.

This paper is divided as follows: Section 2 presents the
details of the computational procedure used to simulate
plane-strain contact in an Al thin film with a mean grain
diameter of 7 nm using the quasicontinuum method. Two
EAM potentials for Al are used and characterized in terms
of generalized planar and stacking fault energies, as well as,
GB energies for three types of h1 10i symmetric tilt bicrys-
tals. Their effects on the nanoindentation response and
plastic behavior are presented in Section 3. A detailed anal-
ysis of incipient plasticity mechanisms mediated by GBs is
also presented in this section. In Section 4, we show that
incipient plasticity is strongly dependent upon the inter-
atomic potential during the simulated indentation of
nanocrystalline Al. An attempt is made to account for this
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finding by taking into consideration the role of impurities
in enhancing, rather than inhibiting, plasticity in fcc metals.
Fig. 1. Quasicontinuum computer model of a nanocrystalline Al thin film
with a mean grain size of 7 nm deformed by a wedge-like cylindrical tip of
30 nm in diameter. (a) Full size view of both finite element and full
atomistic domains. (b) Close-up of the full atomistic region near the
contact zone after force relaxation.
2. Computational methods

2.1. Quasicontinuum simulation

A multiscale computer model of a wedge-like cylindrical
nanoindentation in a 200 nm thick nanocrystalline Al film
was created using the quasicontinuum method [60]. This
method predicts the equilibrium configuration of a system
of atoms by energy minimization, given externally imposed
forces or displacements; however, the atoms of the simula-
tion are not all explicitly represented, as opposed to con-
ventional molecular statics simulation. Such approach
enables to model large-scale atomistic systems without
the limitations of fixed or periodic boundary conditions
encountered in classical molecular simulations. In this
study, the region subjected to small deformation gradients
outside the plastic zone was treated by finite elements with
an atomistically informed elastic behavior [60], while the
contact region at the interface between the indenter and
film surface was fully represented by individual atoms.
The film dimensions were 400 nm � 200 nm � 0.286 nm,
and the size of the full atomistic zone was 50 nm �
25 nm � 0.286 nm, as indicated in Fig. 1a. Plane-strain
contact was modeled by displacing a single crystal Al cylin-
der with a radius of 15 nm, along the direction normal to
the top surface of the film. The indenter was oriented along
the crystallographic directions shown in Fig. 1b and kept
completely rigid during the simulation.

The polycrystalline structure of the film was constructed
as follows. Reference atoms were placed randomly in the
sample at an average distance equal to a pre-defined grain
size. GBs were created by a Voronoi construction, which
was based on a constrained-Delaunay connectivity scheme
[61]. Starting from the reference atom, all atoms in the
grains were added using the Bravais lattice vectors. For this
study, the mean grain size was kept on the order of 7 nm. A
total number of 50 grains were included in the full atomistic
zone under the indenter. Each grain was assigned a com-
mon tilt axis along the [1–10] direction, and random in-
plane orientation. To avoid discontinuities in the energy
state during force minimization, the continuum/atomistic
frontier was modeled as a single crystal interface whose
crystallographic orientations are shown in Fig. 1a. We note
that no significant atomistic activity was found near this
interface, indicating that the plastic deformation was lim-
ited to the polycrystalline region during the simulations.
The bottom of the film was fixed along each direction, while
both sides of the model were left free. A spacing of 10 Å was
initially imposed between the tip apex and the film surface.
Periodic boundary conditions were imposed along the out-
of-plane direction in the entire model. Therefore, this study
focuses on a randomly oriented 2-D columnar microstruc-
ture. A caveat here is that the plastic deformation
processes in this type of microstructure may differ from
those found in fully 3-D polycrystalline structures.

The total energy was minimized by conjugate gradient
method until the addition of out-of-balance forces over
the entire system was found less than 10�3 eV Å�1. The
sample was first relaxed under zero pressure condition in
order to obtain the lowest state of energy. After relaxation,
the atoms of the indenter were displaced by increments of
0.9 Å until a total displacement of 90 Å, corresponding to
an indentation depth of 80 Å. Energy minimization was
performed between each loading step. The centro-symme-
try parameter [62] was calculated after each relaxation step
to analyze the presence of planar defects in the lattice and
the structure of the GB network during deformation. Our
coloring scheme for this parameter was to color atoms in
perfect fcc sequence in gray, those with hexagonal close-
packed (hcp) structure or representing a stacking fault in
blue, surface atoms in red and all other, non-coordinated
atoms in green.

The semi-empirical EAM potentials for Al by Voter and
Chen [63] and Mishin et al. [64] were used. For brevity in
the following, these two potentials are referred to as



Fig. 2. Generalized stacking and planar fault energy curves obtained by
quasicontinuum method with the Mishin–Farkas EAM potential for Al.

Table 1
Stacking fault energy (cSF), unstable stacking fault energy (cUSF), unstable
twinning fault energy (cUTF) and GB energy (cGB) for three R tilt
symmetric grain boundaries calculated from quasicontinuum method on
the two EAM Al potentials investigated, and reference values from first-
principles simulations for pure Al and Al with impurities

Energy Present atomistic
study

First-principles
simulations

EAM
Al-VCa

EAM
Al-MFb

Pure Al Al with
impurities

cUSF 93.04 166.71 175–224c 97d

cSF 75.41 144.22 120–166c,e 73d, 82f

cUTF 120.99 220.72 207g –
cSF/cUSF 0.81 0.86 0.73–0.9 0.75
cUTF/cUSF 1.30 1.32 0.92–1.18 –
cGB � R9(221) 302 454 408h –
cGB � R11(113) 96 151 190–206i,j 96j

cGB � R3(112) 318 355 426i –

All units of energy are in mJ m�2.
a Ref. [63].
b Ref. [64].
c Refs. [73–75].
d Al + 14.3 at.% solute H impurities [77].
e Refs. [70–72].
f Al + 3.3 at.% solute Ge impurities [78].
g Ref. [76].
h Ref. [79].
i Ref. [80].
j Al + 9 at.% substitution Ga impurities [81].
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Al-VC and Al-MF potentials, respectively. For each poten-
tial, we adopted the quasicontinuum procedures used pre-
viously by Sansoz and Molinari [65,66] to calculate the
generalized planar and stacking fault energy curves and
the GB energy of three Rh110i tilt bicrystals, including
R3(112), R9(22 1) and R11(113) symmetric tilt GBs.

2.2. Contact pressure calculation

The force applied by the indenter was calculated using
the formula:

P ¼
X

i2Z

P i ð1Þ

where Z represents all atoms of the film belonging to the
contact zone and Pi is the out-of-balance force on atom i

in this zone, projected along the direction of indentation.
The contact zone was computed after each loading step
by only including atoms at the indenter–film interface with-
in a separation distance from the tip equal to the potential
cutoff radius. The cutoff radii were 5.555 and 6.287 Å for
the Al-VC and Al-MF potentials, respectively. The mean
contact pressure was determined at each step as:

H ¼ P
2a� zperio

ð2Þ

where a is the contact length, defined as half the width of
the projected contact area, and zperio is the thickness of
our sample in the out-of-plane direction. The following cri-
terion was used to quantitatively assess the onset of plastic-
ity as obtained by the simulations. We computed the
theoretical pressure–displacement curve corresponding to
an isotropic elastic surface in contact with a rigid cylinder
by using the following equation from continuum theory
[67]:

d ¼ F
ð1� m2Þ

pE
½2 lnð2t=aÞ � m=ð1� mÞ� ð3Þ

where F is the total linear force in N m�1 (=P/zperio), d is
the indentation depth, t is the film thickness along the
direction of indentation, and E and m are the Young’s mod-
ulus and Poisson’s ratio of the film, respectively. Substitut-
ing this into Eq. (2) gives the mean contact pressure for an
elastic surface He such as:

H e ¼ pE
2að1� m2Þ 2 ln 2t

a

� �
� m

1�m

� �� d ð4Þ

Since the above equation depends on the contact length a,

which changes with the penetration d, the parameter He

was re-evaluated at each loading step. Assuming m =
0.345 for polycrystalline Al [68], the isotropic Young’s
modulus was determined by fitting the elastic contact
pressure He from Eq. (4) to the first portion of the curve
obtained by quasicontinuum simulation (see Section 3.3).
3. Results

3.1. Characterization of the EAM potentials

The generalized stacking and planar fault energy curves
for the Al-MF potential are shown in Fig. 2. The unstable
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stacking fault energy (cUSF), stacking fault energy (cSF) and
unstable twinning fault energy (cUTF) are also indicated in
this figure. As pointed out by Van Swygenhoven et al. [69],
the ratios cSF/cUSF, and cUTF/cUSF are most important in
assessing the activation energy required to predict the
nucleation of stacking faults, full dislocations or twins in
the material. More specifically, if cSF/cUSF is close to 1,
the activation energy to create a trailing partial is low,
which favors the nucleation of full dislocations. In con-
trast, if this ratio is closer to 0, the activation energy is
too high, which decreases the propensity to nucleate trail-
ing partials, leaving only stacking faults after propagation
of the leading partial dislocations. The same reasoning can
be made for twinning, which is more likely to occur if the
ratio cUTF/cUSF is close to 1. The energy values obtained
for both potentials are summarized in Table 1, along with
reference values from first-principles simulations for pure
Al [70–76] and Al with either H or Ge solute impurities
[77,78]. In this table, we find that the calculated energy val-
ues are significantly smaller for the Al-VC potential than
the Al-MF potential, which is consistent with the predicted
values in the literature [64]. Similarly, the first-principle val-
ues for cSF and cUSF are found to be lower when adding
solute impurities to Al. Therefore, our finding is the pre-
dicted tendency that the stacking and planar fault energy
values calculated from the Al-MF potential are consistent
with the ab initio values for pure Al, while the Al-VC
Fig. 3. Statistics of misorientation angle and GB structure in simulated nan
potential. (a and b) Distribution of misorientation angles (w + w0) between g
symmetrical tilt GB (STGB, w � w0 � 0) to highly asymmetrical tilt GB (ATG
results seem to be in better agreement with the energy val-
ues for Al with impurities. In addition, we find that all the
ratios cSF/cUSF and cUTF/cUSF are similar and equal to
0.81–0.86 and 1.30–1.32, respectively, which suggests the
same slip and twinning behavior regardless of the inter-
atomic potential for Al.

3.2. Effects of EAM potential on GB structure and energy at

equilibrium

Table 1 shows a significant increase in GB energy for the
R3(112), R9(221) and R11(113) symmetric tilt bicrystals,
from the Al-VC potential to the Al-MF potential. This
result is in good qualitative agreement with the difference
in stacking fault energies found above for the two poten-
tials. For comparison, Table 1 also shows the GB energy
values obtained by first-principles for the same R tilt GBs
in pure Al [79,81], as well as for a R11(11 3) STGB contain-
ing substitution Ga impurities [81]. This comparison con-
firms the predicted trend found in Section 3.1, that the
Al-VC potential better describes the GB energy of low R
STGBs containing impurities than the Al-MF potential.

Furthermore, a statistical analysis of the misorientation
angle and asymmetry of the GBs in our model is presented
in Fig. 3. In this figure, the angles w and w0 represent the
angle between the [110] lattice direction and the GB plane
for two neighboring grains, respectively. The sum w + w0
ocrystalline Al films after force relaxation as a function of interatomic
rains. (c and d) Degree of symmetry of the GB structure from perfectly
B, w � w0 � 180�).



Fig. 4. Atomic energies (in eV) calculated after relaxation of a cluster of 6 nanograins in the contact zone. (a) Schematic representing the GB distribution
and corresponding grain number as indicated in Fig. 1. (b) Voter–Chen EAM potential. (c) Mishin–Farkas EAM potential.

Fig. 5. Representative contact pressure–displacement curves from quas-
icontinuum simulation using Al-VC and Al-MF interatomic potentials.
The curve for the Al-MF potential has been shifted to the right for clarity.
The dashed curves correspond to the contact response of an isotropic
elastic surface deformed by a rigid, wedge-like cylinder, as obtained from
continuum theory.
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characterizes the misorientation angle at the boundary sep-
arating two grains. Low-angle GBs are represented by
either w + w0 6 15� or w + w0 P 165�, while high-angle
GBs are defined by 15� < w + w0 < 165�. Some minor differ-
ences in the misorientation angle w + w0 are observed due
to the rearrangement of microstructure after relaxation,
even though the original model is identical. It can, how-
ever, be concluded from Fig. 3a and b that the distribution
of misorientation angle and, therefore, the overall micro-
structure of the GB network are not significantly affected
by the potential. In addition, the difference w � w0 repre-
sents the degree of symmetry of the GB, where w � w0 = 0�
corresponds to perfectly symmetric tilt GBs (STGB), and
w � w0 = 180o to highly asymmetric tilt GBs (ATGB). In
Fig. 3c and d, the degree of symmetry appears to be homo-
geneous all along the set of values for w � w0. Also, there
are only three perfectly symmetric GBs with w � w0 < 5�,
which is expected as the grains are ascribed random crystal-
lographic orientation.

In addition, Fig. 4 shows a cluster of six nanograins
present in the same nanostructure. This figure shows that
the local atomic energy and structure at GBs are dramati-
cally changed by the interatomic potential, despite the
same misorientation angles between grains. In particular,
we can observe that more GB atoms at the boundary
between grains 3 and 5 present some highly negative values
of energy in the Al-MF potential than the Al-VC potential.
This observation could indicate that the bonding properties
of the GBs are quite different between the two cases, as
shown below.

3.3. Mechanical response under nanoscale contact

The evolution of the contact pressure as a function of
the depth of indentation d is represented in Fig. 5. Close-
up views for d < 20 Å are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the
Al-VC and Al-MF potentials, respectively. It is worth not-
ing that there is a finite contact pressure at zero indentation
depth, because adhesion forces between the tip and film
surface exist in our model. As such, a shift to the left is
required in the elastic continuum curves in order to obtain
a good fitting between atomistic and elastic theory. The iso-
tropic Young’s moduli obtained from these fits are
E = 55 GPa and E = 66 GPa for the Al-VC and Al-MF
potentials, respectively. In comparison, the elastic moduli
calculated by using the stiffness matrix constants of each
potential are found equal to 57.6 and 70.8 GPa for the
Al-VC and Al-MF potentials, respectively, which shows
an excellent agreement between atomistic and theoretical
values.

Both curves in Fig. 5 also show some significant flow
serration at larger depth of indentation, which is indicative
of localized shear deformation [21,22]. In this figure, the



Fig. 6. Evolution of contact pressure as a function of penetration depth for shallow indentation using the Al-VC potential. Close-up views represent
atomic details of deformation in the contact region. (a) Nucleation of the very first dislocation. (b) Nucleation and evolution of new dislocations. (c) Drop
in curve corresponding to a sudden increase in contact area, just before yield point. (d) Nanocrystals after yield point.

Fig. 7. Evolution of contact pressure as a function of penetration depth for shallow indentation using the Al-MF potential. Close-up views represent
atomic details of deformation in the contact region. (a) Nucleation of the very first dislocation. (b) Elastic evolution of the structure. Nanocrystals (c)
before and (d) after yielding point.
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Table 2
Constitutive parameters extracted from force–displacement nanoindenta-
tion curves obtained by quasicontinuum simulation in nanocrystalline Al
with a mean grain size of 7 nm

EAM
potential

Contact pressure
at yield point
(GPa)

Contact pressure
at depth dmax

(GPa)

dmax

(Å)
df

(Å)
df/
dmax

(%)

Al-VC 2.3 4.3 78.9 48.9 62
Al-MF 3.5 8.6 78.6 32.9 41

The parameters df and dmax represent the depth of the residual impression
after unloading and the maximum penetration depth, respectively.
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plastic flow serration is somewhat less intense with Al-VC
than Al-MF. In the latter case, a clear change in slope
occurs for a penetration depth of 34 Å, which corresponds
to the propagation of an extensive shear band by intragran-
ular slip through several grains (not shown here). Further-
more, it is shown in Figs. 6 and 7 that the contact pressures
are almost identical between atomistic results and elastic
theory until the two curves reach a depth of 10–15 Å.
The divergence between elastic and atomistic curves marks
the onset of plasticity from a macroscopic, continuum
standpoint. These curves also provide direct evidence that
the onset of plasticity occurs at significantly larger contact
pressure in Al-MF potential than Al-VC potential. Table 2
summarizes several characteristics of the mechanical
response as a function of the potential. The yield point
was found to take place at a contact pressure of 2.3 GPa
for the Al-VC potential and 3.5 GPa for the Al-MF poten-
tial. The pressure difference becomes more significant at the
end of the indentation process, where contact pressures of
4.3 and 8.6 GPa are observed for the two potentials,
Fig. 8. Effects of interatomic potential on the structure of a low-angle GB
(d = 80 Å). (a) Al-VC potential; (b) Al-MF potential. Continuous lines indica
respectively. Investigation of the depth of the residual
impression after unloading also shows some significant dif-
ferences in the constitutive response between the two
potentials. In Table 2, the residual plastic depth df is found
equal to 48.9 and 32.9 Å for the Al-VC and Al-MF poten-
tials, respectively, showing that the Al-VC model sustained
62% of plasticity, while the Al-MF model only 41%, for the
same maximum depth of penetration.
3.4. Incipient mechanisms of plasticity at yield point

(d < 20 Å)

Snapshots are included in Figs. 6 and 7 to show the
deformation of the contact zone at four different loading
steps. These steps correspond to the emission of the very
first dislocation, and steps preceding or past the yield point
shown in the pressure–displacement curves. In Fig. 6a, the
Al-VC simulation is characterized by the emission of two
dislocations from the contact interface, as circled, while
the contact pressure is still negative because the tip has
not yet indented the surface. During the elastic portion of
the nanoindentation curve, a full dislocation from the
tip–film interface, and two partial dislocations from a GB
are emitted (Fig. 6b). The curve presents a sudden drop
in contact pressure, just before the yield point, which can
be explained by the increase in contact area as seen on
the left side of the tip in Fig. 6c. The yield point occurs just
after the drop in contact pressure. Fig. 6d shows that fur-
ther emissions of partial dislocation occur, some of them
interacting with one another as shown by the arrows on
the left side of the tip. At the same time, a GB is observed
(w + w0 � 164�) before indentation (d = 0 Å) and at final indentation
te the [110] crystal lattice direction.
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to migrate in order to align itself with a stacking fault pres-
ent in a neighboring grain on the right side of the tip.

In Fig. 7a, for the Al-MF simulation, one partial dislo-
cation is emitted before the yield point from the contact
interface when a positive contact pressure is applied. No
further dislocation activity, however, is observed during
the elastic portion of the nanoindentation curve (Fig. 7b).
At the yield point shown in Fig. 7c, a deformation twin
is formed from the contact interface on the left side of
the tip. After yielding, the deformation is more predomi-
nantly characterized by extensive dislocation activity ema-
nating from GBs located one grain below the tip as circled
in Fig. 7d. As in the Al-VC simulation, several partial dis-
locations, which are highlighted by arrows, intersect one
another. No GB migration is observed in this case as
opposed to the Al-VC simulation.

3.5. GB-mediated plasticity mechanisms (d > 20 Å)

In this section, attention is paid to the deformation
mechanisms at larger penetration depths (d > 20 Å). As
shown in Fig. 5, the contact response is distinguished by
some significant plastic flow serration. This effect is found
to be associated with highly localized shear zones resulting
from one of three possible mechanisms: (1) the emission of
partial dislocations and twins emanating from GBs and the
contact interface, as well as their propagation and intersec-
tion through intragranular slip, (2) GB sliding and grain
rotation and (3) stress-assisted GB migration coupled to
Fig. 9. Effects of interatomic potential on the structure of a high-angle G
(d = 40 Å). (a) Al-VC potential; (b) Al-MF potential. Continuous lines indica
shear deformation. Fig. 8 illustrates the atomic structure
of a low-angle GB separating grains 1 and 2 (w + w0 =
164.5�) before and after deformation at maximum indenta-
tion depth. There are only slight variations in GB structure
after relaxation (d = 0 Å) between the two potentials. After
deformation (d = 80 Å), marked differences exist at the
boundary between grains 1 and 2. In particular, significant
GB sliding takes place in the case of the Al-VC potential
(Fig. 8a), whereas the grains show no relative movement
with the Al-MF potential (Fig. 8b). The GB sliding event
occurring in the former case results in a radical transforma-
tion of the GB structure, and the propagation of partial
dislocations emitted from the boundary. We also observe
in this case that the GB becomes the source for several
full dislocations gliding into grain 1, while no lattice dislo-
cation is emitted in this grain with the Al-MF potential
(Fig. 8b).

A high-angle GB separating grains 3 and 4 (w + w0 =
117�) is shown in Fig. 9 after relaxation and at mid-pene-
tration (d = 40 Å). For this boundary, the plastic deforma-
tion is mostly governed by the propagation of partial
dislocations nucleated from this boundary regardless of
the potential used. Several partial dislocations are also
emitted on adjacent {111} planes to form several deforma-
tion twins in grain 4. More dislocation emissions from the
GB are visible in this grain with the Al-VC potential
(Fig. 9a). With the Al-MF potential, however, some
cross-slip interaction between an existing twin and a newly
formed partial dislocation is present at the center of this
B (w + w0 � 117�) before indentation (d = 0 Å) and at mid indentation
te the [110] crystal lattice direction.
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grain (Fig. 9b), while no such interaction takes place with
the Al-VC potential.

It can also be noticed in Fig. 9a for d = 40 Å that some
GB motion occurs in the lower part of grain 3 for the Al-
VC simulation. Fig. 10 represents this interface, which cor-
responds to a high-angle GB (w + w0 = 160.7�) separating
grains 3 and 5, although it is close to the limit between
low- and high-angle GBs. This figure shows that GB migra-
tion is only observed for the Al-VC simulation. The origi-
nal position of the GB before indentation is indicated by a
dashed line for reference. The GB in the Al-VC simulation
has moved about 34 Å into grain 3, whereas no significant
differences are found with the Al-MF simulation, other
Fig. 10. Evolution of the GB structure at the interface betwee
than some minor rearrangements of GB atoms. In this
GB migration process, it is clearly evident that the size of
grain 3 has decreased while grain 5 has grown, which sug-
gests that the mechanism is not associated with grain coa-
lescence, but shear-coupled GB motion [41,82–87]. To
support this hypothesis, we represent in Fig. 11 the evolu-
tion of the misorientation angle between grains 3 and 5. In
this figure, the loading steps corresponding to the motion
of the GB are represented by open circles. The two simula-
tions present a small difference in misorientation angle of
1.3� after relaxation. Fig. 11 shows that the angle between
the two grains remains almost constant during the entire
simulation for the Al-MF potential. The average angle is
n grains 3 and 5 for (a) Al-VC potential and (b) Al-MF.



Fig. 11. Evolution of the misorientation angle at the interface between
grains 3 and 5. Open symbols are used when the GB migrates, while plain
symbols indicate that the GB is not moving.
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found equal to 159.9� with a standard deviation of 0.62� in
this case. The simulation performed with the Al-VC poten-
tial exhibits a totally different behavior, where the misori-
entation angle starts to increase from 161.4� to 163.2�,
but then decreases. When the angle reaches 162�, GB
migration is triggered. After the angle has dropped to
155.4�, GB migration is stopped, but the misorientation
angle between the two grains keeps decreasing. These
observations show evidence that the grain growth process
is not due to grain rotation and coalescence; otherwise,
the misorientation angle should have normally kept
increasing until no particular misorientation prevails (i.e.
w + w0 � 180�).

4. Discussion

4.1. Similarities between simulation and experiments in

nanocrystalline metal indentation

All experimental evidence for very small grain sizes
(<20 nm) shows that the plastic deformation produced
by nanosized contact tips involves inhomogeneous plastic
deformation in highly localized shear zones [7,9,13,14].
The simulated contact response presented in Fig. 5 con-
firms this phenomenon, because plastic flow serration
resulting from shear localization processes is observed
with both potentials. The origin of the shear localization
in this work is related to three atomic mechanisms,
which are all mediated by GB deformation, as observed
under uniaxial deformation [23–41,88]. These are: (1) the
emission of partial dislocations and twins emanating
from the contact interface and GBs, along with their
propagation and intersection through intragranular slip,
(2) GB sliding and grain rotation, and (3) stress-driven
GB migration coupled to shear deformation. The occur-
rence of deformation twinning and stress-driven grain
growth in nanocrystalline Al are in good agreement with
past indentation studies [42,89]. Since our computer sim-
ulations are conducted in the athermal limit, no rate-lim-
iting deformation mechanisms can be distinguished here.
Nevertheless, this study allows us to conclude that small
variations in stacking fault energy and GB energy, as
predicted by the interatomic potential, can dramatically
influence the modes of plastic deformation at GBs and
hardness in nanocrystalline Al. More generally, this con-
clusion may somewhat reconcile the discrepancies found
in earlier nanoindentation experiments about the incipi-
ent plasticity mechanisms for very small grain sizes in
the nanocrystalline regime [10,42–46].

Furthermore, several commonalities exist between our
simulation results and the in situ nanoindentation experi-
ment of Minor et al. [12]. Both studies show that disloca-
tion activity can occur at the very beginning of the
indentation, before the ‘‘macroscopic” yield point deduced
from load–displacement curves. Relating the atomic mech-
anisms of plasticity to the mechanical response using atom-
istic simulation further suggests that macroscopic yielding
phenomena are caused by GB-mediated plastic processes
in the film, such as partial dislocation emission from GBs
(Fig. 7d) or GB migration (Fig. 6d), rather than by the
propagation of dislocations emitted from the tip–film con-
tact interface (Figs. 6a,b and 7a,b). This finding supports
the idea that the yield point as measured by nanoscale con-
tact probes is representative of local plasticity phenomena
at GBs in nanocrystalline metal films with very small grain
sizes, despite the creation of dislocations caused by defor-
mation of the contact interface.

4.2. Effects of interatomic potential on GB-mediated

plasticity and stress-driven grain growth

The salient feature of our simulations is the major differ-
ence in mechanical response and deformation mechanisms
observed when we vary the interatomic potential. First, we
find a pronounced strengthening effect in the overall con-
tact pressure curve presented in Fig. 5 for the Al-MF
potential, as opposed to the Al-VC potential. This effect
is accompanied by a notable increase in mean contact pres-
sure at yield, as shown in Section 3.3. The difference in
mechanical response as a function of the potential can be
largely explained by the occurrence of GB sliding and
GB migration which are mostly found in the Al material
promoting the lowest predicted stacking and GB energy
values. We discuss below how impurities such as hydrogen
can enhance such difference. In contrast, the simulation
obtained with the Al-MF potential shows that plasticity
is only dominated by the emission of partial dislocations,
their propagation across crystals, and their interaction.
An example of dislocation interaction causing cross-slip
at the intersection between a partial dislocation and a twin
boundary can be found in the center of grain 4 in Fig. 9b.
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Such cross-slip may also contribute to strengthen the
microstructure during indentation.

Furthermore, it appears from Table 1 that all the ratios
cSF/cUSF and cUTF/cUSF are similar, suggesting the same
slip and twinning behavior regardless of the potential.
But it is worth noting that the slip activity was found less
intense and more localized with the Al-MF potential than
the Al-VC potential. While the microstructures of our films
are similar, we interpret this variation by the difference in
mechanical behavior at GBs resulting from local changes
in GB structure and energy as obtained from the two
potentials in Fig. 4.

An essential result of this study is that the grain growth
event shown in Fig. 10 only took place in the Al-VC simu-
lation. Several factors (diffusion, stress, random walk, etc.)
can account for grain growth in polycrystalline metals, but
only stress-driven grain growth is possible in the present
simulations. Also, it is acknowledged that stress-driven
grain growth can be accomplished via two mechanisms:
rotation-induced grain coalescence [28–35] or coupling of
GB motion to shear deformation [35–41,82–87]. In the for-
mer case, a large amount of grain rotation caused by GB
sliding and disclinations [90] must operate in order to can-
cel the crystal misorientation between neighboring grains.
For example, this mechanism has been observed in the
TEM study of Gai et al. [44] in nanocrystalline Cu
deformed by a micro-hardness indenter. In the present
study, however, the evolution of the misorientation angles
represented in Fig. 11 shows clear evidence that the mech-
anism is not associated with grain coalescence, but shear-
coupled GB motion, since the degree of misorientation
actually increases at the interface between the two grains.
In summary, we can conclude that the plastic flow is
enhanced in the case of the Al-VC simulation because of
the increased GB deformation activity in the form of GB
sliding and coupled GB motion.

4.3. Incidence of impurity on flow stress and GB-mediated
plasticity in nanocrystalline metals

To better interpret the effects of the potential in the
plastic flow and underlying deformation mechanisms, it
is clearly important to recall that the energy values calcu-
lated for stacking faults, twin faults and GBs as shown
in Table 1 are significantly smaller for the Al-VC poten-
tial than the Al-MF potential. One main source of dis-
crepancy between different EAM potentials is related to
the calibration of the density function. In the Al-MF
potential, the electron density function is fitted based
on ab initio and experimental values for surface and pla-
nar fault energies in high-purity Al [64]. On the contrary,
the Al-VC potential empirically uses an electron density
function of a 4s hydrogenic orbital, which, as stated by
Voter and Chen [63], was chosen for describing first
row transition metals, but was also found to work well
for a number of fcc metals. This approximation may
cause some significant change in cohesive energy during
slip, as well as, local GB energy, as found in Fig. 4.
Qualitatively, we find in Table 1 that the stacking fault
energies and GB energy in Al crystals with impurities
would be better modeled with the Al-VC potential than
the Al-MF potential. The most common impurities in
nanocrystalline Al are H, C, O and N impurities
[36,39,91]. Impurities such as H atoms can either
decrease the Peierls stress for slip and enhanced local
plasticity in Al [92,93] or increase embrittlement at
GBs [94–96]. Larger impurities present at grain bound-
aries can also prevent GB motion and stabilize the grain
size [97–100]. Unfortunately, the treatment of impurities
at GBs in FCC metals via proper formalisms, such as
local chemical potential [101], is beyond the scope of
the present study. However, this study emphasizes the
crucial role of non-equilibrium GBs [102] and their local
atomic structure in governing incipient plasticity in nano-
crystalline metals.

5. Conclusions

We have examined the contact behavior and plastic-
ity of a model nanocrystalline fcc metal with a mean
grain size of 7 nm using multiscale simulations. The
major conclusions of this work can be summarized as
follows:

1. Macroscopic yielding phenomena are caused by GB-
mediated plastic processes rather than by the propaga-
tion of dislocations emitted from the tip–film contact
interface. The yield point as measured by nanoscale con-
tact probes is representative of macroscopic yielding
phenomena.

2. The contact pressure–displacement curves are found to
display significant flow serration. This effect is associ-
ated with highly localized shear deformation resulting
from one of three possible mechanisms: (1) the nucle-
ation, propagation and interaction of partial disloca-
tions and twins emanating from the contact interface
and GBs, (2) GB sliding and grain rotation, and (3)
stress-driven GB migration.

3. Significant differences in mechanical behavior exist
between the interatomic potentials used. The propensity
to localize the plastic deformation at GBs via interface
sliding and coupled GB migration is greater in the Al
material presenting the lowest predicted stacking fault
energy and GB energy.

4. The mechanism of stress-driven grain growth was found
associated with shear-coupled GB motion, rather than
rotation-induced grain coalescence. Coupled GB motion
was found to occur only in the simulation with the low-
est predicted stacking fault energy and GB energy. This
finding could therefore suggest a new means to control
stress-assisted grain growth mechanisms by altering the
local structure and energies at GBs, as suggested
earlier in nanocrystalline metals under uniaxial
deformation.
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